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An amazing golfers pack available for a limited time only. Course is zipped and in various file formats

(pdf, mp3, software) You Get: #1: Exclusive Interview with world renowned Sport Psychologist (value

$197) This interview was recorded by a golfing sport psychologist, specifically for golfers looking to get

down to low single figure handicaps. She talks about many of the strategies and techniques that elite

golfers pay her thousands of dollars for. Youd literally have to pay a minimum of $250 per hour to consult

with a sports psychologist of this calibre to improve your game. Get everything you need in this insider

secrets interview. # 2 : Golf Statistics Analysis Program (value $37) This program is engineered to help

you literally shave chunks off your handicap! Its features include analysis of every aspect of your game,

allowing you to see exactly where you lose shots, superb graphical displays for quick visual analysis, and

hole-by-hole stroke analysis on unlimited courses to give you access to every stat youd ever want (plus

much more) about your game. Youll feel like youre on the PGA tour! #3: 18 of The Best Golf Articles This

Decade Weve collated 18 of the best articles golfers all around the world have used to smash their

handicaps into one place. These are taken from various magazines and include articles on club fitting,

short game, secret drills, optimising practise and the ABCs of power. # 4: Subliminal Software Program

This is an incredible program that works hard while you work. It flashes subliminal messages on your

computer screen so it becomes anchored into your subconscious. All you have to do is plug in all the

golfing beliefs that you wantand let subliminal flasher do the rest. Sample messages might include: Under

Pressure, I remain relaxed and execute my shots perfectly, Before each shot I visualise perfectly the flight

and outcome, My head stays rock solid still when I putt # 5: Golf Mind Set Course Did you know that the

Mind set and attitude you bring to your game determines not only your enjoyment of the game, but

ultimately, your level of proficiency too? Jack Niklaus is famous for saying, mental preparation is the

single most critical element of peak performance. In fact experts agree that anything up to 95 of success

in golf is mental! Unfortunately, many people are unaware that they can improve their game just by

changing the way they think, so they never actually reach their true potential. This program through audio

and workbooks is designed to get your head right so your golf performs! #6: The Ultimate Golfers Manual
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With hundreds of high resolution photos, this manual teaches you golf from the ground up, revising all the

fundamentals and exploring many of the more advanced concepts of golf. Its over 200 pages of pure golf

instruction designed to get you technically correct in every aspect of your game! # 7 : Golf Isnt Perfect

Audio Book (Value $29) This audio book goes beyond just the usual mental aspects of the game and the

reliance on specific techniques. Professor Robert creates an attitude and a mindset about all aspects of a

golfers game, from mental preparation to competition and with a conversational fashion in a dynamic

blend of anecdote and lesson. You will improve your golf game and have more fun playing. # 8 : Golf

Super Rejuvenator Paraliminal Audio ($47) This 10-Minute Super Rejuvenator (Paraliminal recording)

energizes and helps you become mentally alert before your round in just 9 minutes! Get full energy and

concentration all round long...the single biggest weapon you have against your competition. Youll never

suffer from golfing lapses or low energy again. Listen to this CD in the car on the way to your round or

even after a draining round for maximum rest and calm. After just three weeks you will train your mind to

use energy differently so you can harness it into a powerful weapon on the golf course! A must for anyone

on the go!
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